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Good afternoon,  

I hope you are all enjoying the end of the summer season. We are 

definitely hoping for a drier fall, with time to get things dried out and 

cleaned up before the frost comes. 

You may have seen on our website and Facebook page that we are having 

an auction for some lovely vintage jewelry. The insert in this newsletter 

highlights the seven pieces that were donated to benefit the 

PCHA.  Visit www.32auctions.com/18jewelry to place your bids! 

Our annual quilt raffle will be running through March 2019, due to a 

number of difficulties in getting it running this year. For just $10 a ticket, 

prizes include a HAND-MADE QUILT donated by Robin & Dave Phillips 

value, Cabela's Gift Card, Sheplers Gift Card, and more. This is one of the 

largest contributors to the treasury of the club. The drawing will be during 

the May show. Please Sell Your Tickets, and call Bill Stein if you need more! 

Thank you all for a great Memorial Show! Honoring those who have gone 

before is an important element of our PCHA family, and it's always 

encouraging to see the number of people who sponsor, donate and help 

out for this event.  

I hope to see you at some of the remaining shows and clinics this year, 

Joanne Thayer  

Please email your newsletter submission to Joanne Thayer or Pankey Nelson 

Original pictures and graphics only. Letters to the Editor must be signed, non-slanderous, 

and in good taste. PCHA reserves the right to edit submissions. 

pankeysplace@gmail.com   or  joanne.thayer@gmail.com 
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Hi, and happy summer!  I hope you are having 
a blast on your cow pony this summer. 

We have recently opened registrations for a 
number of High Performance Clinics. Hope to 
see you there!  

September 14 - 16 
 High Performance Clinic, 
Circle T Arena, Hamilton, TX  

October 1 - 3 
High Performance Clinic 
Brasada Guest Ranch, Redmond, OR   

October 26 - 28 
High Performance Clinic 
Harmony Hollow Run, New Jersey  

RETREAT: November 8 - 11 
Ride and Rejuvenate Retreat 
Red Cliffs Lodge, Moab, Utah 

Enjoy the article on working a cow on page 4, and see the video at: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vomlYqvzdBk 

Best, Barb 

 

Cutting Article Highlight 

“The Rhythm of  Working a Cow” 
One challenge in working a cow is to get accuracy of position, correct form of the turn and 
a beautiful rhythm all synchronized with the speed of the cow.  

 This video is a great example of the pretty form and rhythm we all aspire to achieve as we 
work a cow. Below the video, I explain the component parts of the rhythm. 

I posted the video to help you more clearly see those pieces as you read the article, and 
watch Lloyd Cox and Blackish work a cow.  

The full article will be in the October Newsletter 

PCHA Shows  Shartlesville, PA 

Done for the Season 
Other Shows  
Sept 22 Challenger Boyertown, PA 

Sept 22 & 23 Johnsons, Lewisburg, WV 

Oct 20 & 21 Doswell, VA 
Possibly: Nov 3 & 4 Johnsons, Lewisburg, 

WV (same weekend as Shelbyville) 
 

CLINIC Oct 26-28  
Barbra Schulte/Sandy Collier  

at Harmony Hollow Run Farm, near 
Lambertville, NJ.  Max 20 Riders 

http://clicks.aweber.com/y/ct/?l=P4iNH&m=3ZDiqo3qszViPn_&b=CqGzclJcfKMTJ8yRXh.eZg
http://clicks.aweber.com/y/ct/?l=P4iNH&m=3ZDiqo3qszViPn_&b=CqGzclJcfKMTJ8yRXh.eZg
http://clicks.aweber.com/y/ct/?l=P4iNH&m=3ZDiqo3qszViPn_&b=dGGIEBHIw4oNi5A0dKStIg
http://clicks.aweber.com/y/ct/?l=P4iNH&m=3ZDiqo3qszViPn_&b=q8pjz.ETqgyMeCqNFhEOtg
http://clicks.aweber.com/y/ct/?l=P4iNH&m=3ZDiqo3qszViPn_&b=0nMdhctVkOUYgPnzTCRpOA
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JC Cutting Horses 
Quality education for horse and rider, using 
classic training techniques combined with 
alternative therapy. Offering training in 
cutting, western and English styles. Buckle  
shows held on site. 

Some Medical Care is also available: Critical and long term 
care for injured animals and Rehabilitation using oxygen 
therapy, cold laser therapy and Bio Pulse therapy. 

 

Join us for a visit and watch equine athletes in action.     

Boyertown, PA     484.467.3789 

Sutliff 
Performance 

Horses 
A professional training venue with 

an atmosphere of camaraderie.  Offering training, showing, 
lessons, sales, and farrier services.  
From colt starting to finished show horses, we can provide 
an important foundation for all your performance horse 

needs from cutters to dressage horses.       
New Ringgold, PA    484.955.1881 

Out on the trail is not the ideal time to train. That’s why we ride in an arena in a controlled environment. If you don't 
have a fenced arena, create yourself a training area by roping off a section of your pasture, or put logs or poles on 
the ground to cordon off your training space. It’s not fun to discover that your horse’s brakes don’t work all that well 
when you pick up the canter with a couple of your riding cronies. Just as dangerous as no brakes is a sticky gas pedal. 
Your horse must know that going forward when asked is not a negotiable request. You can check your horse’s 
response to your aids by testing him in the arena. Take every opportunity to ride through the puddle, past the 
flapping jacket on the arena gait, walking over ground poles, riding in company and by yourself. Once you feel you 
are completely in charge and are comfortable with your horse’s response and cooperation in all gaits, you are ready 
to venture out. 

Going out on the trail should mean a relaxing time for your horse. When you start out with a young horse, a new 
horse, or tuning up your horse, take baby steps to develop your horse’s attitude about the trail.  ... 

Taking the time to advance your rides with baby steps can help the development of your laid-back and happy trail 
horse. And the old saying, “walk the first and last mile” is still sound advice.  

Excerpted from article by Sarah Crampton in Action Rider Tack, July 19, 2018.     
For the full article, visit  https://www.actionridertack.com/Articles.asp?ID=256 
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Even the earliest training sessions can set a youngster on the path 
to becoming the sensitive, willing horse you want him to be one 
day. 

JONATHAN FIELD, JUL 3, 2018 

I love handling foals. Each time I do, I feel like I’m touching the future. I 

think about what a youngster will be like to ride one day and how he’ll 

relate to people. And I put a lot of thought into every interaction 

because I know that how a foal or weanling is handled early can have a 

lasting effect on what kind of horse he becomes. 

When my students handle foals and weanlings, I always remind them 

that horses are a precocial species, which means that they are relatively mature and autonomous at birth. Within a few 

hours of coming into the world, foals are up and moving, sorting out quickly where to nurse and how to interact with 

the herd. Why is that important? Because it means that they are neurologically capable of learning. 

Which explains one of the two big mistakes that I often see people make when working with young horses. They 

assume foals are similar to human babies and treat them accordingly, which underestimates a young horse’s capacity. 

Unlike human babies, who can’t do much for themselves, equine babies are ready to absorb information. 

The second common foal-handling mistake is allowing youngsters to act pushy or encroach on space because they are 

so small it doesn’t seem to matter. Remember, that baby will soon be much bigger and more powerful. Allowing one 

kind of behavior when a horse is young and prohibiting it later when he matures creates confusion and conflict---and 

may lead to serious training issues. A horse will understandably think, “All this time this behavior was OK and now it’s 

not?” It’s far better to set boundaries from the start. So even when a foal is little and cute, I encourage people to 

interact with him in a way that would be appropriate when he is grown and weighs 1,100 pounds. 

This doesn’t mean, however, using techniques that take advantage of a foal’s small size. Relying on physical force with 

a youngster instead of patiently teaching him what is required sets some dangerous precedents. For starters, these 

tactics soon become ineffective as the youngster grows larger and stronger. Worse, using too much force can take 

away a young horse’s natural curiosity and sensitivity, making him dull and hard to motivate when interacting with 

people. 

If you keep all of this in mind when you start a youngster, you can avoid inadvertently creating problems that will have 

to be dealt with later on. Education and feel are the key. And, above all, as you handle a foal or weanling, try to 

imagine the dream horse you’d like him to become one day. 

This article was originally published in EQUUS 487, April 2018 
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http://www.cuttinghorsecentral.com/
http://www.vet.utk.edu/vhms/centers.html
http://www.vet.utk.edu/vhms/centers.html
http://www.vet.utk.edu/vhms/centers.html
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The latest ELD regulations led to a series of articles about regulations, trucks, and trailers. But we haven’t talked about those 
riding In the trucks and trailers. Traveling takes a toll on drivers, riders and horses. For the next few months, we’ll be publishing 
tips for getting ready to travel, surviving during long-distance travel, and refreshing afterwards. 

In “Stretches for Your Next Road Trip Adventure” (August 29, 2018), Andrew Grahovee discusses the potential lingering back 
problems that can result from unhealthy driving posture habits.   “According to the AAA Foundation for Traffic Safety, the 
average American makes 2.24 driving trips per day. This equates to an average of 31.5 miles covered and 50.6 minutes spent in the 
car every day. When you factor in this statistic with other variables, data suggests that most Americans spend 12 or more hours in 
a seated position, which includes time spent in the car, sitting at work or lounging around the house. And with an incorrect posture 
during any of these activities, getting behind the wheel for prolonged periods of time will only worsen your back, neck and 
shoulder pains. … Adding to poor posture, while driving, your body experiences tense vibrations that cause it to move up and 
down due to uneven roads or how fast you accelerate/decelerate. You may also experience pain in your back from the spine 
twisting during sharp turns.” 

For trips over 4 hours long, you should stop and get out of the car every 2-3 hours. The following stretches & exercises are 
recommended by several sources to help keep you loose and refreshed before, during and after your trip: 

 Back stretch: Roll your shoulders forwards 5 times, then back 5 times, then reach arms up and arch back slightly.  

 Chest & Bicep Stretch: while standing, clasp your hands behind your back and raise them towards the ceiling. Hold 10 seconds. 

 Hamstring Stretch: while standing, bend at the waist and reach your hands towards the floor. Hold  

 Standing Quad Stretch: while standing, bend one knee and grasp the ankle. Gently pull your heel towards your hip. 

 Plank: a modified pushup position. On elbows and toes, lift mid-section so your body is straight. Hold. 

 Foot & Ankle Flex: while sitting, flex feet up and then point your toes. Repeat 3-5 times. Alternative: stand with toes on a step 
or curb, raise on tiptoes and then lower heels below step/curb. Repeat 3-5 times. 

 

It’s amazing what you can find while researching for an article! If you need proof that you should always double-check information 
and utilize good sources, I found an article that recommends setting the seat height in your car so that all instruments are at eye 
level. … Isn’t the windshield was supposed to be at eye level! 
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PCHA: Pennsylvania Cutting Horse Association 
2245 Mill Pond Road 
Quakertown, Pennsylvania 18951 
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Horseshoe Ring 

with diamonds   

14k gold 

Current bid $300 

Vintage Zuni watch & band  

Sterling with turquoise, 

lapis, coral and malachite  

signed Earl Plummer 

Starting bid $200 

Vintage Link 

Bracelet  

Sterling and Lapis 

Stamped Mexico 

950 TN-50  

Starting bid $300 

Vintage 2” Sterling Pendant  

Coral on one side 

Starting bid $250 

Sterling Cuff Bracelet  

Coral inlay 

Hallmarked and signed 

Kee Nez 

Starting Bid $200 

Sterling Silver  

3” Pendant  

with Coral inlay,    

Decoratively 

engraved  

Includes elaborate 

chain 

Hallmarked  

Starting bid $250 

14k Gold Necklace with 

Turquoise and Coral  

semi precious gems  

Hallmarked 

 Starting bid $250 

Vintage Native American Jewelry, sterling and 14k gold, with turquoise, lapis and quality gemstones. 

Graciously donated by Sandra Brown to benefit the PCHA. 


